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General Cleaning and Odour Control

ECOCARE.COM.AU

MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANING

TILES & BATHROOM
SURFACES

ODOUR CONTROL

Dilute EcoCare Activator 1:5 – 1:20 with cold tap

Dilute Activator 1:5. Spray over the surface.

Dilute Activator 1:10 with cold water and spray over any

water into a handy spray pack and use for all multi-

Leave for as long as possible (eg. 10 minutes or more) then

offensive waste. Great for Rubbish Bins - rinse bin with

purpose cleaning. Ideal for showers, bath, toilets, floors,

rinse off. As the water is rinsed down, your drains will also be

Activator after waste has been removed or simply spray and

kitchen surfaces, walls, tiles, BBQ’s and other greasy surfac-

kept free of waste build-up and unwanted odour.

leave – and for Pet Odour – spray over offensive area or wash

es etc. Rinse off with cold water.

down pet area.

FLOORS

DRAIN CLEANING/
DEODORISING

PLEASE NOTE

When washing floors, spray diluted Activator (1:10) over the

To keep your kitchen drain (grease trap) in a clean,

Do not use other harsh cleaning products or deodorisers

floor and leave for as long as possible before washing off. Or

odour free condition add 2 cups (500mls) of Activator down

when using Activator as this will reduce its effectiveness.

add approx. 50 mls Activator to a bucket of cold water and

sink per week mixed with 2 cups of cold tap water. For best

We recommend that the spray bottle is rinsed out and

wash the floor in the usual way. Pour the bucket of water

results add 1/4 cup at end of each day mixed with 1 cup cold

re-filled with fresh Activator at least fortnightly.

down the sink or toilet to help keep drains clean.

tap water. All other drains add 1 cup daily mixed with 1 cup
cold tap water until odour or blockage has cleared.

Need some help?
Our team of experienced

WINDOWS

wastewater consultants is

CARPETS & SOFT

ready to help analyse your

FURNISHINGS

situation, resolve any issues

Simply dilute Activator 1:40 with cold water, spray onto win-

Dilute 1:10 with cold water, spray over spot, leave for few

you may have, and answer

dows and rinse off in the usual way.

minutes then dab with a damp sponge or cloth – do not rub.

your questions.

Great for Pet stains too.
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